Happyslapped by a Jellyfish: The words of Karl Pilkington by Karl Pilkington

A collection of baffling, hilarious, infuriating yet curiously compelling insights and anecdotes, diary entries, poems, true facts, cartoons, and assorted witterings concerning travel from the mind of Karl Pilkington, the unlikely star of the Ricky Gervais Show, the Worlds funniest and most successful podcast.

**Personal Review:** Happyslapped by a Jellyfish: The words of Karl Pilkington by Karl Pilkington
Karl is the king, but he has become a lazy king, and his subjects are getting restless. MORE PODCAST NOW YOU ORANGE HEADED MONKEY FREAK!!!!
...And there better be new monkey news included in the podcast...I'm just sayin'....

But about the book....Great book. Karl's an idiot, but strangely, his book creates a very enjoyable read. I esp. liked when he talked about the squirrles in Carmel, CA. I live by there, and I've seen those squirrles, and I want to go back and see if they’ve been traumatized by meeting Karl.
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